Winter Newsletter 2017
After the successes of 2016, only the most optimistic of the Club’s supporters would have predicted that the 2017
season would be even better! With winter now up on us, it is time to take stock and reflect on what has been a truly
superb year for Sway Cricket Club – both adults and colts alike. It is also time to keep everyone up to speed with
what’s going on in the Club, and to make plans to keep the Club moving forward next season and beyond….

Adult Cricket
st

1 XI After achieving promotion in 2016, the first eleven found themselves in County Division 2, the highest level the Club
has ever played and five divisions above where the team was playing little over a decade ago. Alex Hall’s lads acquitted
th
themselves superbly, finishing 5 and were in contention for yet another promotion for most of the season. Bowling has
always been strong in the Club, but in part aided by the excellent playing surface at Jubilee Field, batting was much
improved. In Tim Noble, Sway are lucky have an opening batsman not only with the necessary technical ability at this level,
but also the required temperament and concentration. Noble finished up as the leading run scorer in the division – 743 runs
at an average of 62 including two centuries. With the ball, Sway remained a force to be reckoned with and their frontline
attack of David Steadman, Ben Powis and Jon Grasham racked up 78 league wickets between them with Powis achieving
the rare feat of 4 wickets in 4 balls.

This season there was real competition for places in
st
the 1 team – older experienced players looking to
hang on to, or in some cases fleetingly halt their
inevitable decline and regain their place whilst the
next generation of talented Sway colts snapping at
their heels seeking to step into their boots! It was
real bonus for the skipper to know that whoever he
brought in would not be out of their depth. It was
particularly pleasing therefore that leg-spinner
Joshua Bailey, who was playing in our Under 11s,
just three seasons previously, established himself as
a highly valued member of the team bowling
consistently well and picking up crucial wickets.
The Club would like to express its thanks to Alex
Hall who is stepping down from the stresses of being
skipper having led the team superbly for three
successful years. No doubt Alex’s advice &
experience will be invaluable to new skipper Tim
Noble, to whom we wish the best of luck.
BR L-R: Chris Noble, Lloyd Scott, Jack Baughan, Ben Powis, David Steadman,
Tim Noble, Jon Grasham
FR L-R: Brock Jeffries, Jon Waller, Alex Hall (c), Tim Thorpe, Neil Prince

nd

2 XI After establishing themselves in Regional Division 1 in 2016, the seconds under new skipper Sam Nailor were
determined to make a concerted push for promotion. With the added luxury of quality experienced players such as F-J Charton,
Will Millard & Oscar Marshall dropping down from the firsts along with rapidly improving youngsters, Sway were one of the
fancied teams in the division – and they didn’t disappoint. It was the experienced players that produced the goods in the first
few games. Former skipper Dan Stevenson got the season underway with 79 not out against Bramshaw, and then Barry Jones’
composed 45 saw Sway home at Bransgore. Sway then came through a tough test in difficult conditions at Hythe & Dibden
th
thanks to a belligerent innings by Chris Hammond and a boringly accurate 10 overs for 13 runs by Dave Marshall. The 4 game
at Godshill was, however, always going to be a real test. Stevenson and Adam Clark got Sway off to a good start but if was a
blistering 44 by Will Baughan at number 8 that enabled Sway to record an above par total. The hosts got off to an excellent start
and were well placed at 94-1, however, the tables were turned by youngster Daniel Bailey whose 4-21 destroyed Godshill’s
chances. Convincing victories then followed in the next three games against Bashley, Lymington and Damerham – this time
Bailey was in the runs as well as the wickets – an unbeaten 64 against Lymington was a mere taster to a superb innings of 113
against Damerham - the youngest league century by a Sway player.
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Promotion hopes were, however, dented the following Saturday when on a Kings Park surface that can only be described as a
“leveller” Sway, were edged out by just 2 runs in an exciting game. Sway were back to winning ways the following week against
Winton where Steve How made a composed 48 to get Sway to a modest but potentially defendable 146ao. Winton would have
fancied their chances however they had not accounted for an unplayable spell of leg spin from Joshua Bailey whose 6 wickets
for 10 runs saw Winton humbled and skittled out for just 20. After a victory at Parley made straightforward thanks to fine spells
by George Lewis & Sam Harvey, Sway were subjected to a real test by Mudeford. With just 4 wickets left, it was a superb 64
th
not out by Oscar Marshall that helped Sway to a 58 run unbeaten 7 wicket partnership as Sway squeezed home with an over
to spare.
So everything was set for a last day title decider versus second-placed Lyndhurst & Ashurst at Bolton’s Bench with the winner
to be crowned league champions. The corresponding fixture in 2016 had been an absolute nail-biter and the 2017 version
proved to be equally competitive. A steady half century from Adam Clark got Sway into a decent position and aided by some
fine biffing at the end by Sam Harvey, Sway were able to get to a near-par score of 184. In reply however the hosts got off to a
rapid start as Sway nerves began to fray as the title looked to be slipping from their grasp. A tight spell, however, by Dave
Marshall of 10 overs for 18 piled on some scoring pressure and his young partner Daniel Bailey at the other end took full
advantage with a 5 wicket haul that ripped the heart out of Lyndhurst’s middle order. As the home side’s title chances were now
setting faster than the late summer sun, it was appropriate that that the skipper Nailor came into the attack claiming the final
wicket and a well-deserved league title and promotion to the Championship Divisions.

BR L-R: Josh Bailey, Matt Bramwell, F-J Charton, Sam Harvey, Dan Stevenson, Dan Bailey, John Bailey
FR L-R: Oscar Marshall, Will Millard, Sam Nailor (c), Adam Clark, Chris Hammond

rd

3rd XI With several of the 2016 crop of 3 team youngsters having graduated onwards & upwards, the 2017 team was a more
th
experienced line up. In terms of results, it was a mixed season with 7 wins and 6 defeats leading to a more than creditable 6
place finish; however, there were some excellent and memorable results along the way.
The season opened with a convincing win over Fawley thanks to a fine knock off 66 from all-rounder
Alan Lawes. The opening win was followed up by another good win at Cadnam, before the team fell
back to earth with three heavy defeats on the bounce. It was another veteran all-rounder, however in
the form of Charlie Smith that got the team back on the winning track with 4-22 against Suttoners. The
following week, Ben Sanger then went one further with 5-23 in a comprehensive victory over
Ringwood. Against Milford-on-Sea the team hit top gear - batting first and recording one of the highest
nd
totals in the Club’s history, 284-4 in which there was a super 2 wicket stand of 162 between Rick
How and U15 star Tom Burton, then another 92 between Burton and George Lewis with Burton
recording his inevitable maiden century with a well-composed knock of 111.
A disappointing defeat, however, followed against Brockenhurst despite a fine spell of 10-3-14-4 from
another veteran, Jim Metcalfe. The topsy turvy theme continued the following week, this time a great
win against table topping Beaulieu – Sway appeared to be in big trouble batting first however a
blistering knock of 66 at number 8 by Chris Morris got the team to a modest but potentially defendable
total of 147. On form Metcalfe then took 5 wickets for 23 as Beaulieu were dismissed for just 109.
Tom Burton - the 2nd of Sway’s U11 “Class of 2013” to score league tons in 2017!
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Sponsor Profile

Sway Butchers has been a popular fixture in Sway since 1976. This Family Business is
currently run by 6th Generation Master Butcher David West and is well known for Quality
Free Range English and Scottish Meat, Award Winning New Forest Sausages and
Personal Service.
Succulent Traditional English Pork, Delicious Lamb from Dorset, Grass Fed Extra Mature
Well Marbled British Beef, and Local Free Range Chickens are sold alongside the Famous
Range of Homemade Sausages. Visit our Product link for more details.
A more than handy cricket player himself when he has the time, David West has been a
generous supporter of the Club for many years. As well as providing the burgers for our
annual colt’s presentation event, he also generously supplies the Club each week with his
ever-popular sausages which are barbequed and sold after games to raise vital funds for
the Club.

Winter Opening Times Monday - Friday 9am - 6pm

th

Pictured right: David West with 7 generation butcher and Sway U9s star Harry

4th XI Longstanding skipper Derek Seward is handing the reins over to Chairman Chris Baughan after the best season in the
th
team’s history - winning more games and scoring more runs than in any previous season! As is the way for a 4 team skipper,
picking a consistent team is always a big challenge – indeed no less than 38 players turned out this season with a big range in
age, experience and ability. Seven current Sway colts played their part all of which have the potential to move up through the
sides. Seward was also able to introduce three Sway BlueBelles, Fiona Willis, Fiona Cleary-Long and Christine Dawson and
the plan is to get more girls & ladies involved in Hampshire League cricket. Seward was also privileged to have the service of
some experienced players with good technique such as Richard May and Andrew Sharp who were able to set a good example
to the youngsters as well as consistently producing the goods out in the middle. In fact in 2017, no less than 13 different
players made knocks of 30 runs or more with 3 centuries and 3 half-centuries recorded. In the field, it was a similar picture with
19 different players taking a wicket and 16 different players holding a catch.
In terms of results, the team got off to a pretty poor start, losing their first five games. The defeats however masked some great
performances – the first game against Bashley witnessed one of the most remarkable performances in the history of the Club.
Hammy Kavanagh, who last picked up a bat for the Club as an U15 back in 2013 returned to the crease and smashed 137
rd
runs, the 3 highest score in the Club’s history. The second game saw one of the new crop of promising youngsters, Freddie
Pearson make a great knock of 31 batting at number 8. The team then went on a two month winning run which started by
avenging the 2016 heavy defeat to Lymington - the 4ths setting their record score of 310 which included a club-record
rd
unbeaten partnership for the 3 wicket of 221 thanks to 141* from Chris Hammond and 102* from Jack Baughan.
With three Kavanaghs in the team for the visit of Ferndown Wayfarers,
another crushing win was recorded. After setting a total of 225, the
visitors reply was wrecked by the beginning of a 3-month purple patch
by James “Dapper” Howard who took 6 for 17 as the visitors were
skittled out for 75. And the next week Dapper did it again! Mudeford
were the victims this time as the pint-sized medium pacer took 6 for 18.
After another victory against Christchurch, local bragging rights were
secured for a further year following a big derby victory over Hordle.
Thanks to 75 from Richard May and 46* from Andrew Sharp Sway
scored 213-6 before bowling Hordle out for 80 thanks in part to a super
spell of 4 wickets for just 11 runs from Colin Crosthwaite. The next
th
week saw the 4ths record their 6 win a row thanks in part to 79 from
Chairman Chris Baughan. Whilst the winning run ended the following
week at Boltons Bench, the team finished the season on a winning note
with a comfortable win over Ellingham
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Sway BlueBelles

The BlueBelles continue to go from strength to
strength in terms of participation with over 20
ladies & girls attending some training sessions. A
record four BlueBelles also turned out in
Hampshire Cricket League games and it is hoped
that more will follow.
The Dorset T10 league turned out however to be a
bit of a disappointment with most games cancelled
due to the oppositions failure to raise a team. As a
result in 2018 the BlueBelles are arranging a
schedule of friendly games against other local
ladies teams where we can ensure games go
ahead and balanced sides. With numbers up and
some real potential talent, the objective for next
season is to improve technique and standards in all
3 areas of the games!
BlueBelles after game v our U11s

Men & Lads Wanted!
A large number of BlueBelles turn out for indoor training over the Winter at Brock
College. Coach Andy Harris could do with the help of experienced adult players or older
colts [£5 match credit tokens!] to come along and work with small groups or on an
individual to assist with basic technique. Lots of fun and get to play in the game at the
end! Sessions start in the early Spring – more details soon!

Stone Cup Glory for Sway!
The Alderman Stone Cup has been fought out
between local clubs for over 80 years and is
still going strong. Sway edged out Hythe &
Dibden and Langley Manor in highly
competitive games in order to reach the final
against hosts & cup holders Pylewell Park in
front of a large and well-refreshed crowd. A
classy knock from Steve How along with
fireworks from George Lewis saw Sway set a
competitive total of 129 and thanks to tidy
bowling from the Sway attack, Sway kept an
iron grip on the game as Pylewell finished 26
runs short and brought the trophy deservedly
back to Jubilee Field.
BR: Sam Nailor, Rick How, Sam Harvey, Chris Hammond,
Dave Marshall, Henry Marden, Dennis Batchelor
FR: Matt Bramwell, Adam Clark, Dan Stevenson (c), Steve
How, George Lewis
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County & Representative News
With a record number of Sway colts now playing representative cricket
from U9s through to U16s, the Club continues to make good progress
in helping its colts develop their skills. It is fair to say that the quality of
the Regional Performance Centre programmes is somewhat patchy
depending on the age group, so the Club will try to use its influence to
drive improvements where needed.
At County level, Joshua Bailey has continued to make superb progress
– with the bat he made 3 big knocks this season for Hampshire U14s
against Herts, Berkshire and Somerset and with the ball he is now part
of Hampshire’s specialist spin development group – whose knows, he
could be the next Mason Crane out in Australia for the Ashes in 2021 !
Twin brother Daniel also made his county debut in the final u14 match
of the season. Both are currently in the u15 winter training squad.

Tony Woodhouse Trophy The Club’s involvement in the Woodhouse Trophy is something we are particularly proud of.
Founded by the late Tony Woodhouse of Hythe & Dibden, the TWT is widely admired for its ability to provide a first step into
the full-length game for youngsters from U11s upwards without the pressures of adult league cricket – giving time to build and
innings or bowl a controlled spell. It was a difficult year for the tournament due to Fawley unable to raise a side for several of
the fixtures, but the matches that were played were highly competitive.
The first game saw a fine win at Fawley with some great performances from the youngsters. Joshua Bailey made 43 with the
bat then there were 2 wickets a piece for Malo Holden, Oli Sharp and David Elford, as well as a fine spell of 5-0-17-1 from
Noah Glass. There was also a 50 on debut for veteran Gerald Condon in his first cricket match for several decades!

Defeat followed in the next fixture at Hythe &
Dibden. Sway thought they had set a decent
total of 212 after half centuries from Andrew
Sharp & Daniel Bailey as well as 48 from
Joshua. In reply, Sway had Hythe in all kinds of
difficulty with U11 star Noah Glass picking up 2
wickets and it was only and unbeaten 37 from
st
1 team captain Matt Howe that enabled the
Home side to creep over the line.
The tournament went to a winner-takes-all
decider at Pennington against Hythe. Sway
batted first and thanks to a fine 79 from skipper
Josh Bailey and an impressive 32 from U10
Ollie Marshall, Sway set a decent total of 202 all
out. Hythe got off to a great start in their run
chase thanks to a half century from veteran
Pete Miller, however once he was castled by
the pace of George Lewis, Sway took control. 5
wickets from Marshall father & son along with 2
from David Elford saw Sway retain the trophy.

George Lewis (U17), Andre Sharp, Dave Marshall, Pete Bennet, Clive Smith, Kev Glass
Ollie Marshall (U10), Noah Glass (U11) Oli Sharp (U11), Josh Bailey (U14), Dave Elford (U12)

Even better news is that the future of this excellent tournament has been secured with the entry into the competition from 2018
of Langley Manor CC. Dates for the diary 2018:

Tony Woodhouse Trophy 2018
3rd June
10th June
24th June
1st July
8th July
24th June

Hythe & Dibden
Langley Manor
Sway
Langley Manor
Langley Manor
Sway

v Sway
v Hythe & Dibden
v Langley Manor
v Hythe & Dibden
v Sway
v Hythe & Dibden
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Sway Parish Council

Colts Cricket
Few cricket clubs these days can survive and develop without a thriving junior section and for Sway, our juniors are both a
source of pride and our number one priority. We are focussed not only on providing youngsters with the requisite cricket skills to
enable them to reach their full potential, but we also want them to develop a love for the game & its traditions - fair play, respect
and a warm welcome to all.
The 2017 colts season got off to a great start over the winter with indoor league titles secured by both the U9s and the U11s.
Indoor training sessions led by Graham Doddsworth were well-attended and with one of our ex-colts, David Steadman as Head
Coach, the Club was confident of success for the outdoor season to come……

All Stars Cricket
The Club had been providing “kwik cricket” fun sessions on Saturday
mornings for a number of years and these sessions had been a great
success in getting new youngsters into the game. 2017, however, saw the
launch of the ECB’s nationwide programme “All Stars Cricket” which we
saw as an opportunity to build on our current offering.
With over 20 children signing up at Sway and almost 50,000 nationwide,
the first season of All Stars was a great success with loads of fun being
had by children & parents alike.
With all the market research, marketing, and programme development
being done centrally, All Stars represents the largest ever investment in the
game by the ECB.
The research clearly paid off as the kids loved their All Stars kit and
clothing – and the more places they wore them, the more new children
wanted to know what it was all about!

All Stars will be back for 2018 but we need YOUR help!
We need an “Activator” to run these sessions – absolutely no previous
cricket experience is required, just enthusiasm & patience. Session plans
are available online along with explanatory videos online. Would suit mum
or dad of a child in this age group. Interested? Contact Dave Marshall
dave@marshall-family.tv

U9s (school years 3 & 4)
After winning the league title the two previous seasons, the U9s were
looking to make it a hat-trick….and they very nearly did it.
The destination of the title was decided in an exciting encounter between
the two tops sides – Bashley & Sway in a game which could have gone
either way.
Bashley edged the game to take the title, however, just one league defeat
in three years, is a record that retiring U9s manager Ian Preston-Jones can
be justifiably proud of and the Club thanks him for all his efforts.

U9s Manager Needed for 2018!
Well drilled by experienced coach Adam Clark, the U9s are packed with
highly promising young cricketers. The veterans of the 2016 title side
Jasper Condon, Seth Pickering, Harry West, Declan Treacey and Harry
Allies were joined by a number of youngsters coming through and the end
of the season saw the introduction of two super young 6 year olds that you
will no doubt hear more of soon – Max Davis & Albie Glass!

The U9s need a manager for next season.
Interested?
Contact
Dave
Marshall
dave@marshall-family.tv
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U11s (school years 5&6)
Sway were most definitely the best TEAM in the league! Whilst their rivals had some great batsmen and bowlers, no other
team came close in terms of strength in depth, fielding skills and running between the wickets. With the ball, the team enjoyed
a posse of quick bowlers – Noah Glass, Oli Sharp, Calan Wallis and Connor Treacey who were well supported by the
bamboozling leg-spin of Oscar Hudson, the accurate left-arm spin of Olly Marshall and the slow-right-arm of Tom O’Callaghan.
With the bat, the contrasting style of openers Alex Condon & Marshall along with their telepathic running between the wickets
almost always got Sway off to a good start. In the middle order there were plenty of batsmen who were more than capable of
consistently making a big score - Glass, Sharp, Treacey and Hudson. Behind the stumps Sway are lucky to have a very
promising young keeper Sebbie Allies. Finally there were there were the “rugby boys” including Theo Mitchell-Innes and Joey
Benjafield whose commitment, effort and fearlessness was first class all season.
The two biggest rivals for the league title were defending champions Pylewell Park and Bashley Rydal – and as expected
these games proved crucial.

In the first encounter at home to Pylewell, Sway were put
under real pressure – bowled out for a possibly sub-par 97.
The top order was blown away, however, by some demon
bowling and two superb run outs. Theo Mitchell-Innes then
picked up 3 wickets as Pylewell were bowled out for just 58.
The home game against Bashely was even more exciting.
Batting first, Sway were put under huge pressure by Bashley’s
fine pairing of Sam Davis & Kieran Pardy. Sway were saved by
a super innings of 27 not out by Connor Treacey and 24 by
Lukas Andrews which enabled Sway to set a reasonable total
of 108-5. Then followed one of the finest ever bowling spells by
a Sway colt – the deadly accurate Noah Glass taking 3 wickets
for ZERO runs in 3 overs. Despite a late fight back by Bashley,
the damage had been done and Sway edged the visitors out by
8 runs.
All that remained now was to bring Sway’s first 11-a-side
league title home in style in the final game at Pylewell Park.
Reaching new peaks with the bat, the boys racked up 163 runs
for the loss of just 3 wickets – this time it was Alex Condon and
Sebbie Allies with the big knocks. Sway then had the luxury of
giving everyone a bowl with the hosts never likely to trouble the
score.

League Champions 2017
BR: Sebbie Allies, Theo Mitchell-Innes, Tom O’Callaghan, Alex
Condon, Oscar Hudson, Connor Treacey, Callan Wallis
FR: Noah Glass, Joey Benjafield, Oli Sharp (c), Olly Marshall, Lukas
Andrews.

The cup campaign very nearly came to an end in the 2nd
round. Some good bowling saw Sway restricted by Langley
Manor to just 82 and they got off to a flying start, reaching 21-0
off just 3 overs. 5 wickets for just 5 runs including a hat-trick by
skipper Olly Marshall saw Sway through to the semi-final. After
a comfortable win against New Milton, all was set for a cup
final showdown against rivals Bashley at Langley Manor.
Heavy rain had put the game in doubt and the wicket was
extremely wet - so Sway hearts sank on losing the toss and
naturally being asked to bat first. Bashley’s Sam Davis &
Archie MacFarlane were giving Sway nothing with the first 6
overs going for just 7 runs with Sway losing Noah Glass. Olly
Marshall (28*) dug in deep and with the support of Lukas
Andrews (15) and Connor Treacey (19) Sway were slowly able
to up the rate especially with some great running between the
wickets at the end.

Cup Winners 2017
Man-of-the-match Tom O’Callaghan with skipper Olly Marshall

A total however of just 88 looked very chasable on a drying
wicket and Bashley were out of the blocks like a rocket
reaching 28 for no loss off just 4 overs. The game seemed
lost; Sway however had one last trick up their sleeve in the
form of slow left arm bowler Tom O’Callaghan. Taking the
pace completely off the ball, Bashey just could not get him
away and their big names perished trying to hit him.
O’Callaghan’s 4 wickets for just 6 runs took Sway from the
brink of defeat to victory in the space of just 4 overs as
Bashley were restricted to just 69.
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U13s (school years 7&8)

The U13s enjoyed another good season finishing with a 3 & 3 league record and reaching the
cup semi-final and playing some great cricket along the way. The season got off to a great start
with a comprehensive win over Fawley. After being restricted to 94-4, Sway held the visitors to
just 45-8 as a result of the accurate bowling of Arthur Lomax and David Elford who between
them took 7 wickets for just 6 runs.

Jake Olney – the spirit of
Sway CC

Defeats followed in the next two games – a narrow loss to Pylewell Park was followed by a more
comprehensive loss to Lymington A. The team however bounced back in style with a big win
over Bransgore. An opening partnership of 75 between Olney (30*) and Hudson (33*), got the
team off to an excellent start and some big hitting by Harvey Baker and 17* on U13 debut by
Noah Glass say Sway to a decent total of 117-2. Again the Sway bowlers were right on the
money, restricting the Gore to just 45-2 with particularly good spells from Oli Sharp and Ed
Allport.

There was also a big win over Lymington B – Sway batted first and there were retirements from two of of our U11s stars,
Oscar Hudson and Noah Glass. With wickets in hand, the rest of the batting order pushed on to enable Sway to finish on
147-4. There was a fine opening spell from Oli Sharp and some hostile stuff from Oscar Duddell but the main man was David
Elford with 5 wickets for just 10 runs. The team fielded really well as a unit with defending their total excellently and winning
by 59 runs
Then followed the game of the season against Beaulieu. Beaulieu had been kept to just 78-4 off
their 18 overs and Sway had seemed well on course for victory with plenty of overs to spare.
Beaulieu however battled back with a flurry of wickets and soon Sway nerves were beginning to
fray as the game seemed to be slipping away. With 8 wickets down going into in the final over
needing just 3 to win, the game hung in the balance. A tight over saw Sway needing a single to
win off the final ball – which was missed by Harvey Baker, going through to the keeper. Super
backing up by Sara Allport meant that she was home at the strikers end so the game hung on
whether Baker could make the 22 yards before the keeper could through the ball back to the
bowler. Roared on by his team mates and an enthusiastic crowd, Baker made his ground to
record the most important bye of the season!
Although defeat followed in the final league game of a season spoilt in part by the withdrawal of
other sides, the team can be well pleased with their efforts. Always able to get a full side out was
the first achievement, boosted by a number of enthusiastic and able U11s.
Arthur Lomax – precision guided deliveries

We’re doing great but we need YOUR help! Some ideas........


Scoring

 Committee Roles



Umpiring

 Fundraising



Sponsoring

 Making tea & coffee



Tidying up/Cleaning

 Writing match reports/web articles



Taking registers

 Collecting subs



Playing

 Young leaders



Coaching / Assisting

 Washing kit

U16s (school years 9, 10 & 11) – The heavy defeat at the hands of New Milton in the opening league game gave few signs of
the glory that was to come. The second game at Beaulieu however showed promise with Sway racking up 159-4 with big knocks
from Tom Burton (40) and Dan Bailey 44 not out. Things improved further with a win in a tight encounter against Hythe & Dibden.
Freddie Pearson took 3-25 as the visitors were restricted to 125-4. Despite losing 6 wickets, Sway chased the total down with
Burton (44*) supported again by Dan Bailey (40*). The U16s then hit top gear in their next game with a comprehensive 8 wicket
win over rivals Bashley. Bashley has been restricted to 119-6 which was chased down with ease – Burton recording his 4th
rd
successive big knock (40*) and Dan Bailey’s 3 successive retirement (40*). Dan Bailey made it 4 in a row in the next game
with another unbeaten 40 and Bradley Balcombe took 3 for 20 as Sway breezed past Fawley.
Hopes of a potential league title were now raised but these were dashed following two defeats to Lymington. In the first game 3
for 11 from Arthur Lomax had restricted the home side to 98-9, however, Sway could only manage 74-6 in their reply. In the next
game Lymington enjoyed their outing to the Jubilee Field artificial surface, piling on 171 runs despite 3-29 from Freddie Pearson.
Although Sway made a good fist of the reply, with 43 not out from Burton and 37 from Pascal Giron, they finished up 24 runs
short. With title hopes over, Sway got back to winning ways with a good win over Beaulieu – Burton and Josh Bailey both retired
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on 40 and there was a personal best with the bat of 35 from Bradley Balcombe as Sway scored 146-2 which in reply Beaulieu
could only score 86-4. So with a respectable 5 & 4 record in the league, with change bowlers like Ollie Smith, Malo Holden and
Arthur Lomax all developing well, Sway could turn their attention to the cup…………
Sway reached the U15s cup final for the first time following a comprehensive 9 wicket semi-final victory over Hyde where they
were set to play Fawley who had dramatically beaten Bashley by a single run.
Sway won the toss and asked Fawley to bat on a damp track. After four tight opening
overs from spin twins Daniel and Joshua Bailey the Fawley opening pair of Bailey
Parratt and Max Bowen began to increase the run-rate until some sharp fielding from
Thomas Clowes claimed a run out. Parratt (32) and Bainbridge (21) then steadily
advanced the Fawley innings with some big hitting despite some inspired ground
fielding from Sway with Anthony Rogers, Joe Zani and Dan Bailey all making some
amazing boundary saves. At 67-1 off 10 overs Fawley looked set for a big total
when Dan Bailey had star-man Parratt well caught off a top edge by wicketkeeper
Burton. The next over Sway played their trump card as 12-year-old David Elford took
the ball.
As was the case with the U11s earlier in the day, Elford was the perfect bowler for a
slow and low wicket. Elford blew away the Fawley middle order taking 5 wickets for
14 runs in just 3 overs. Both Baileys and Bradley Balcombe each chipped in with a
wicket but it was Elford's magical spell that reduced Fawley to 98 all out in the 18th
over
Sway's opening pair of skipper Tom Burton and Dan Bailey knew that sensible batting
on a sticky wicket was the recipe for victory. They started playing straight, finding the
gaps in the field for 1s and 2s before gradually increasing the tempo and striking
boundaries with some power-hitting. Burton & Bailey both retired leaving Joshua
Bailey and Freddie Pearson to see Sway safely over the line to a 10 wicket victory in
just the 13th over.

U16s Cup Winners
BR: Daniel Bailey, Joshua Bailey, Joe Zani, Thomas Clowes, Michael Allport, Ollie Smith, Bradley Balcombe
FR: Will Pearson, Anthony Rogers, Tom Burton, David Elford, Freddie Pearson

Dates for the Diary
January 26th 2018

Senior Indoor Training starts

Brockenhurst College

January 27th 2018

Colts Indoor Training starts

Brockenhurst College

March 23rd – 25th 2018

CricketForce weekend

Jubilee Field

April 27th 2018

NFJCA colts season starts

May 5th 2018

Hampshire League season starts
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Man-of-the-match
David Elford
5 wickets for 14 runs

Off the Field.....
With two grounds, 175+ players, 10 teams & numerous training sessions the Club does not run itself and the Committee is
indebted to the small army of people whose efforts allow us to get the games on! Special mention must go to our groundsman
Andy Lee, umpires Nikki & Dennis Batchelor, John Bailey and Chris Noble and to our super tea ladies (& gents!) all of whom
combine to make the cricket experience at Sway one of the most pleasant in the County.
Club Lottery
The Club is thankful again to Derek Seward for running our Club’s “200 Club” lottery which has already raised thousands of
pounds for our facilities fund. A big thank you to all those who bought tickets this year and well done to the winners!
Facilities
The last 12 months has seen an extensive refurbishment of the cricket pavilion at Jubilee Field. An extension has been built to
become what is now the visitors changing room. This in turn has enabled us to extend the communal areas to be of sufficient
size to accommodate both teams and umpires for teas. We have also installed some rather nice new showers, new windows
and a new kitchen is currently being installed. Finally the exterior of the building has been clad in timber which makes the
building much more attractive. All this work has cost a significant amount of money – the Club is indebted to all those who
helped fund this – whether this was through buying lottery tickets, donating materials or giving up free time to do the work.
Particular thanks to Sway Junior Football Club & Sway Parish Council for their support. Finally, thanks to our groundsdman
Andy Lee who has now turned his hand to being general builder and kitchen installer and to Steve Drayton for all his efforts
constructing the extension.
The Club is now negotiating with Lymington Town Council in order to secure a formal lease for the ground at Pennington Rec.
This will enable us to invest in the on and off field facilities at this venue.

A great improvement!

Marvellous venue!

New kitchen well under way

No excuses now lads! Lovely new showers
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The day that Sway arrived!
By Dave Marshall
It could be argued that June 10th 2010 was the day that Sway “arrived”! Our adult teams had been occupying the lower reaches of the
regional league and whilst our colts’ teams had produced good results in the past, they were always considered to be the little guys rather
than as serious contenders. With Sway never having beaten any of the then Big 3, (Bashley, New Milton or Lymington) in a competitive colts
fixture, I felt fairly safe in rolling out my U15s incentive programme – a free all you can eat KFC for a Big 3 win!
The visit of Bashley was on paper likely to be a really tough game. My anxiety was heightened on arrival at Jubilee Field, seeing the parents
of Harry Rothband (who boarded at Southlands) lining the boundary with tripods and telephoto lenses already set up having set off from
London at the crack of dawn – “Oh please god don’t let us get thrashed” was going through my mind. Matters then deteriorated when a call
was received from Matt Laverton who had missed his train – so we would only have 10 men against the best side….. Finally I had the
changing room door slammed shut in my face by the skipper David Steadman who intended to do his own team talk…”well at least they are
100% focussed” I thought!
Although Steadman lost the toss and Bashley elected to bat, with the new ball in his hand Steadman was right in “the zone” producing a
superb display of pace and accuracy and with his 3rd ball of his first over induced an edge that was superbly caught one handed by keeper
Laurie Symons diving away to his right. With a run-out following just a few balls later, Sway were off to a great start. At the other end Andy
Straw was also bowling well and he induced a mis-timed shot that was well caught at point by Niall Gallagher. When in the 3rd over
Steadman bowled the number three, Bashley were suddenly in all sorts of trouble at 8-4. Straw finished his superb three over spell with
figures of 3-1-5-1. It now remained to be seen if Sway's change bowlers could keep up the pressure and press home the advantage. The
nagging medium pace of Darren Clark and the swing produced by the 6’1 Harry Rothband along with sharp fielding kept things very tight.
Clark then struck, clean bowling the Bashley number 5. Not to be outdone, Rothband induced a mis-hit in his next over which ballooned into
the air and luckily found the ever-reliable Joe Fussell underneath to take the catch.
With 6 wickets down after just 9 overs, Bashley were in big trouble and Sway were in no mood to relinquish their grip on the game. Clark (40-15-2) struck again, the batsman popping a simple catch up to Steadman fielding in close. Rothband continued to bowl a tight line and was
doubly rewarded in his fourth and final over when he took two further wickets - one clean bowled and the other caught by Gus Woolley to
finish with 4-0-10-3. With Bashley 9 wickets down, Steadman returned to the attack and with his second ball, finished off the Bashley innings
for just 36 with a LBW. Surely Sway would win from here? Did we really believe we could?
Bashley had two of the finest young opening fast bowlers in the area in the form of Jonny Bettle and Sean Read and the pair were 100%
fired up straining to get early wickets – this was going to be tough! Bettle bowled a cracking 4 over spell (4-1-5-0) that had Steadman in
particular playing and missing on several occasions - but he had no luck. At the other end Read was equally impressive producing 3-2-5-0.
Niall Gallagher and Steadman however survived various scares and Gallagher’s vital 9-over duck has become legendary in the Club! The
relief was palpable as Sway finally made their way through to the Bashley change bowlers. Although Gus Woolley was trapped LBW for 8,
Sway had crept the score up to 29 after the 12th over. By now everyone knew the game was up for Bashley. When Steadman drove a ball
to the mid-on boundary to win the game there was an inappropriate pitch invasion followed by even more disgraceful scenes as the squareleg umpire joined the big pile up in the middle! We didn’t care, however – the monkey was off our backs! A very expensive trip to KFC
followed – but it was worth it and the match remains to this day, by far the best game of cricket I have been involved in.

Where are they now? See next page!
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The class of 2010
BR L-R:
Nathan David – has played for every Sway adult team from the 4ths through to the 1sts. Has gone on to great sporting success as a regular
member of the England Dodgeball team. Graduated in Sports Coaching from the University of Winchester.
Max Baybut – graduated from the University of Portsmouth. Now British Army officer.
David Steadman – has gone on to be a star member of our 1st XI as well as being a UKCC2 cricket coach. Graduated from the University of
Cardiff.
Gus Woolley – remains a keen sportsman. Currently studying for a Msc in Geography at Durham University. Particularly popular as bought his
old manager a pint!
Niall Gallagher – has now made over 70 senior appearances for Sway and has scored a league century. Recently completed studies at the
University of Stockholm.
Joe Fussell – went on to make 6 senior appearances for the Club. Currently studying for a Masters in Chemical Engineering at Loughborough
University
Harry Rothband – is still loving his cricket! After playing for Chorleywood and London Macabi Vale, he is currently playing for Ickwell in the
Bedfordshire league and made a little bit of history in 2017 when batting at number 11 he was involved in an unbroken last wicket stand of 123 scoring 3 of the runs!
FR L-R:
Laurie Symons – has now made 121 senior appearances for Sway scoring over 1,000 runs and taking 65 catches behind the stumps where he
is established as the 2nd team keeper. Graduated with a First in Physics with Astronomy from the University of Guildford.
Andy Straw - has played over 120 games for Sway scoring 1,500 runs and taking 71 wickets. Andy is now the Head Chef at the Manor in Sway.
Darren Clark – one of many members of the sport-mad Clark family to play for Sway CC, Darren was seriously under-rated cricketer and
excellent sportsman. Darren now lives and works in Bournemouth

Can you help us?
The Club is entirely run by volunteer parents, players and youngsters like yourselves!
richard_how@btinternet.com

New Appointees - We are delighted to have two new people join our Committee!
Will Millard has been appointed as our Commercial Manager. Will has been looking at a
number of ways to increase the clubs income from sponsors and has developed some attractive
sponsorship packages for new advertising hoardings at Jubilee Field.
Aside from playing for the 1st and 2nds, Will is also the Club’s official brewer, producing a wide
range of top-notch commercial uality ales!

Chris Morris along with his wife Jo has kindly agreed to take responsibility of the input of
scoresheets and other data onto the Sway PlayCricket system that the Club is now using. Jo is a
super organiser and did this role when at New Milton – so we have struck lucky here.
Hard hitting all-rounder Chris starred for the 3rd XI in 2017 and is also renowned as amateur late
night karaoke performer!

Finally, a big thank you for the support of our generous sponsors......please support them!!
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